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Welcome Jireh Premium Designer Jeans to the USA!

Brand Alert! Jireh Premium Designer Jeans is now expanding throughout the USA. Manufactured in
Bolivia, South America, this design offers the "butt-lift" fit that lifts and shape the buttocks without
surgeries.

July 25, 2008 - PRLog -- Jireh Premium Designer Jeans is manufactured in Bolivia, South America and is
fairly new to and is now expanding to the USA.   Featured on a television show, Despierta America,  Jireh
Jeans is shown to naturally lift the buttocks while shaping it without padding.  It also enhances the wearer's
existing body shape even if one has just a little one.   

Encouraging customer satisfaction, I believe Jireh Jeans will someday become a sought after brand.  It's
highly recommended that you try a pair.  Buy in bulk to carry in your retail outlets!  You will be pleased
with this brand as it's reasonably priced for affordability.   

As one of the authorized vendors, OrchidPlum.Com will shortly offer Jireh Jeans to their online shoppe.
 They're available in many hip and chic styles and colors; stretch or non-stretch, frayed waistband,
bermudas, capris, shorts, skirts and jackets.  Sizes available are from 0 - 20.   

Worldwide shipping.

# # #

OrchidPlum.Com, a friendly online shoppe offering wonderful selections in designer fashion, denim, and
other items. Always priced at discounts! Bulk orders can be arranged.
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